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Peripheral Artery Disease (PAD) is a chronic circulatory condition.
This condition narrows arteries and restricts blood ﬂow and is often
a complication of diabetes. This is especially dangerous if you have
a wound that is waiting for healing nutrients to arrive via your blood.
PAD can also result in uncomfortable symptoms like painful leg cramps,
numbness and weakness in your legs, and cold feet. If you notice these
signs, it’s best to pay us a visit so we can address any underlying issues
and help you manage your condition with medications or procedures so
that serious complications can be avoided.
Our ofﬁces use PADnet, which is the only diagnostic device that can
support the identiﬁcation of peripheral artery disease (PAD). PADnet
uses air cuff and PPG probe technology to record Ankle Brachial Index
(ABI), Toe-Brachial Index (TBI), Segmental Pressure values and Pulse
Volume Recording (PVR) waveforms. This allows us to compare the
blood pressure in your ankles with the blood pressure in your arm. If
your ABI is abnormal, we may order other tests to determine the extent
of your PAD. In addition, PADnet performs venous reﬁll studies. These
non-invasive tests help identify vascular disease and provide data to
determine suitable medical or surgical treatment plans for PAD.
In the meantime, take care of your heart – and your feet! Don’t smoke,
and be sure to eat healthy, watch your weight, and exercise. A healthy
lifestyle can make a big difference!
If you’d like more information or have questions, just ask! Our caring
staff is always happy to help.
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Foot and Ankle
Care As You Age
Some things become better as we grow older. Other things may require a little more care, or a different type of
attention.
Our feet and ankles tend to fall in those categories. When considering foot and ankle care as you age, the main
goal is in addressing issues and avoiding problems that may interfere with mobility. Proper care means getting
around better!
Here are a few good self-care tips for aging feet and ankles:
•

Keep an Eye on Things – Regularly examining your feet will help discover irregularities that could be potential
problems before they become serious. If something looks or feels out of the ordinary, contact us!

•

Keep Feet Clean and Moisturized – It’s wise to combine these rituals with foot inspections. Use mild soap
to clean your feet, followed by a lotion to keep skin from becoming dry and cracked. Do not leave lotion
between the toes, however, as this can increase risk of fungal infections.

•

Get Good, Comfortable Shoes – If you have not had your shoe size measured in a while, have it done by a
professional. The shape and size of our feet can change with age, and the shoes that ﬁt a decade ago might
be too constricting for you now.

The best advice we can give, however, is to not wait for problems to clear up on their own. If something persists
after a few days without improvement—whether it be pain, discoloration, bumps, or other symptoms—give us a
call. There is no problem too minor to discuss!

Mark Your Calendars
September 1

National Tailgating Day – We’ll bring the snacks!

September 5

National Cheese Pizza Day – The type of cheese is up to you.

September 7

National Food Bank Day – Drop off food items for those in your area.

September 13

Uncle Sam Day – We want YOU to learn the story of this icon.

September 16

National Working Parents Day – For tireless moms and dads
who provide.

September 22

Elephant Appreciation Day – How can you not appreciate them?

September 25

National One-Hit Wonder Day – Play your favorite song by
what’s-their-name.

September 29

National Coffee Day – A cup in moderation can be good for
you!
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Can Small,
Frequent
Meals Boost
Your Energy?
You know the old adage of three square meals a
day being the best way to chow down, but there’s a
case for spreading your meals out over more, smaller
installments if you’re an athlete.
According to experts at Cleveland Clinic, athletes
or people who have physically active schedules may
beneﬁt from more frequent “mini-meals” throughout
the day. Keeping a steady, more frequent fueling
pattern can help athletes maintain steady blood sugar
levels, boost their metabolism, and provide a steady
ﬂow of nutrients as long as they’re up.
Five or six meals per day, starting with breakfast 1-2
hours after waking and eating again every 3-4 hours,
is considered a reasonable plan. Each meal should be
small to moderate in size. Meals should be high in
carbs and moderate in proten and fat.
If you have trouble feeling full during exercise, a meal
replacement shake or smoothie might help avoid
feeling bloated.
If you don’t have as much time during the week, plan
on preparing the bulk of your meals over the weekend.
Also stock up on non-perishable snacks such as jerky,
protein bars, pouched tuna, and nuts. Keep a variety
for the full array of nutrition and to add some variety!
Whatever you do, no matter how active you are, don’t
skip meals. That’s a ticket to decreased metabolism
and energy every time.

Hot Mulled
Cider
Some people can’t wait to get into autumn once
September hits. If you’re one of them, you’ll
likely fall for a hot mug of mulled apple cider!
You can make some right in your slow cooker!
Note: This recipe is non-alcoholic, but you can
add a bit of brandy, bourbon, or rum to your
taste.
Ingredients
• 1 gallon fresh apple cider (look for the
cloudy, refrigerated stuff)
• 1 medium orange
• 1 piece of fresh ginger, 1.5 inches
• 5 cinnamon sticks, 3 inches each
• 1 tbsp. whole cloves
Instructions
• Pour the cider into a slow cooker that can
hold more than 5 quarts.
• Cut the orange into quarter-inch rounds
and the ginger into quarter-inch thick slices.
Add both to the slow cooker.
• Add cinnamon sticks and cloves. For easy
removal, place them in a tea ball before
adding to the mix.
• Cover the slow cooker and cook 4 hours on
LOW, until ﬂavors combine.
• If you want to remove the spices, strain
the cider through a ﬁne-mesh strainer or
cheesecloth into a large pot.
• Serve in mugs. Garnish with orange slices,
if desired.
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Back to School for Feet!
The start of a new school year is an exciting time (well, based on who you ask)!
If you have a child who has gone back to school, it might be a good time to
update their shoes. Young feet grow fast, and having a well-ﬁtting pair of
shoes to last through the day can help prevent pain and fatigue.
When shopping for new shoes for a school-aged child, keep these items in mind:
• Have Their Shoe Sized Measured Every Time – Like we said, young feet grow fast. Don’t assume that your
child’s shoe size has remained the same since your last shopping excursion. A trained sales associate should
be able to provide you the correct measurements you need.
• Don’t “Buy Ahead” – While your child’s feet may grow quickly, buying shoes a size over what they are
currently at is not a good idea. Shoes that are too large and slide around on the foot are just as capable of
causing problems as shoes that are too tight.
• Consider Lighter Shoes to Start – Although it’s September, summer is still technically here (and sometimes
doesn’t know when to leave). Shoes that are lighter and more breathable can help keep feet cool and reduce
sweating until fall is ofﬁcially here.
• Does Your Child Have Flat Feet? If so, a shoe with a roomy toe box, arch support and shock absorption can
make a world of difference. If your child wears orthotic inserts, make sure they ﬁt inside the shoe!
Good luck ﬁnding the right shoes you all can agree on! If you run into any problems or concerns about your child’s
feet, never hesitate to let us know. The right attention now can prevent longer lasting problems in the future!

